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Abstract. Many learners hold traditional beliefs about perimeter and area that a shape with a larger area must have a larger perimeter while shape with the same perimeter must have the same area. To address this issue, non-routine geometry problem is given. This qualitative descriptive research used to reach the goal and to explore the effect of non-routine geometry problem on elementary student belief in mathematics. The instrument has been developed to accommodate intuitive student belief and student’s belief about the concept of perimeter. The results provide evidence that students’ intuitive belief about perimeter can be change through non-routine geometry problem which is required understanding and some mathematical analysis. Fortunately, the problem has helped the elementary students revise and correct their beliefs, thoughts, and understandings relating to the circumference of shape.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Elementary students face many difficulties in solving geometry problem including perimeter, and area[1,15,16]. In solving activity, students usually do not only use their mathematical content knowledge [15,17,16] but also their belief in mathematics [18]. Mathematical content knowledge and belief in mathematics have a strong connection one to another because they have a positive relationship with them. Sometimes one factor can strengthen one another or conversely[20]. The influence of students’ beliefs related to learning mathematics has been well researched. Although some beliefs in mathematics encourage learning, motivation, and performance, others have a negative impact may decrease their interest in mathematics so that some students always hinder to learn mathematics.

Many researchers [19,5,6] from various subjects have studied the effects of various beliefs on school subjects and have published their findings in many international educational journals. In response to the important role of belief in mathematics, teachers, educators, and researchers have developed and modified several mathematical instruments and provided various courses either formal or informal with the main goal to promote leading beliefs and correct the often observed traditional beliefs that interfere the process of learning mathematics at some level[12]. For example, students who believed that a shape with a larger area must have a larger perimeter while shape with the same perimeter must have the same area may lead to failure in solving unusual geometry problems. Many researchers like [2], [5], and [7] have given us many good examples of the interventions that assist their students to divert their traditional beliefs to leading belief.

This study intended to look into the effects of “nonroutine geometry problem” in challenging beliefs about misunderstanding student's belief on area and perimeter. For this purpose, non-routine geometry problems are used as sources of conceptual development of belief in mathematics[3]. The geometry problem chosen as exemplified by some well-known problems was made to show that the problem is capable of producing cognitive conflict, thereby challenging several traditional beliefs and helping elementary student correct his belief about perimeter. Consequently, the geometry problem was carried out to study how it helped participants to (a) explore the student's intuitive belief in the relationship between
conceptual understanding of perimeter, and (b) assess and correct their beliefs in perimeter from different shapes. For this purpose, the subject was exposed to problem-solving and reflective writing activities capable of encouraging cognitive conflict leading to correcting traditional beliefs about perimeter.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

Research in mathematics education has shown the evidence that some learners are still held beliefs in a shape with a larger area must have a larger perimeter while shape with the same perimeter must have the same area. Hence, the goal of this case study was to look into the effects of a non-routine geometry problem in helping elementary student shift their beliefs from misunderstanding the relationship about perimeter to correct belief. The research questions were as follows: How would the “non-routine geometry problem” affect elementary student’s beliefs related to perimeter conceptual?

The design of this study took into account the difficulty of reaching the meanings of beliefs and the need to break the vicious circle of the relationship between beliefs, thought, and action [2],[19]. Therefore, we used interviews for the case study, allowing the students to explain their beliefs within a context [7]. Intuitive student’s belief collected prior to problem-solving activity especially while students read a problem, and student’s ability to revised his belief are collected after student solve the problem which required mathematical analysis[8],[10]. The participant is a student which is selected due to his speaking ability in explaining his answer. The subject was asked to compare the two objects with respect to another.

The problem-solving instruments are modified from [14] research by adding the square unit for constructing the different shapes. The modified instrument made to accommodate elementary student’s intuitive belief and students confusion belief who remain believed that a shape with a larger area must have a larger perimeter while shape with the same perimeter must have the same area[14]. The instruments are as follows

There are 2 different figure formed by one unit square.

a. What is the circumference of each of different figures?

b. Are two different figures have a different circumference? Explain?
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This research used qualitative analysis with deep interviewed. The format of interviewed was semi-structured and recorded for transcription, using the investigative questions to explore student’s intuitive belief and how he can change his belief about perimeter. A respondent answered all questions with allotted time.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Our result will be discussed into two categories student belief in mathematics and raising students ability to correct his belief about perimeter. Data of deep interviewed between researcher (R) and subject (S) as follows:

A. Subject’s Intuitive Belief in Mathematics

The results have shown us how student’s intuitive belief strongly decided by his first sight on the different figures. Subject used his intuitive belief for determined his spontaneous decision without any mathematical knowledge analysis. He used his school experience to come up with his spontaneous response. Data as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are two different figures have a different circumference?</td>
<td>Yeah…different…. of course</td>
<td>Are you sure, these different?</td>
<td>sure…!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why?</td>
<td>These shapes are different…..</td>
<td>Can explain it more details?</td>
<td>Of course different…the first shape and the second shape are different because they have different types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of course different…where is it?</td>
<td>Of course, I believed it....it is so clear …..second figure has no one unit of square.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you believe that is different?</td>
<td>This is…different…. The second figure has no one unit of square.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the beginning step, his intuitive belief still plays main factor for his spontaneous answer about the perimeter of figures given. Visually, he believed that the first and second figures are different, as the second figure has not one unit square while the first figure has a complete square. His intuitive belief influenced his spontaneous decision because he believes that different figures will make different perimeter as well. His intuitive decision is like other students and adults who believed that a shape with a larger area must have a larger perimeter while shape with the same perimeter must have the same area[14]. It showed us that his quick response was previously interpreted as resulting from a misunderstanding of the relationship between the concepts of area and perimeter that usually occur among our students and were regarded as alternative conception in geometry [3].
From the above conversation, data interview show us that his belief in mathematics is strongly influenced by his teacher. Additionally, his teacher usually gives a routine geometry problem so that students cannot evolve mathematical knowledge. His visual reasons tell us about two things: different shape and incomplete one unit square that the first shape has not one unit square compared to the second shape. From his belief, we figure out that his spontaneous belief influenced by his behavioral activities in a school so that we can explain that his school experience plays important things to construct his intuitive belief.

B. Raising Students Ability to Correct His Belief About Perimeter

An evidence was shown us that subject seeks to correct the beliefs associated with his spontaneous answer. We will divide the analysis into three aspects: how students complete the perimeter of the first figure, the second figure, and how the student can correct the false beliefs related to the concept of perimeter.

1. Subject Solve The First Figure

After accomplishing the perimeter of first shape carefully, we can see that student attempted to count gradually the outer side of the first shape. Student’s work is as followed:

![First Figure Image]

Fig. 1 Student’s Answer for First Figure

In this activity, subject begins to solve the problem by counting gradually the outer side of the first shape. He also looks very confident in explaining his answer, because of he believes that a circumference is actually the sum of outer side around the first shape.

R : What is the circumference of the first figure?
S : 20
R : Why 20? Explain it?
S : I count this (he point the outer side)
R : Can you show me?
S : Kan 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …, 20
R : Are you sure?
S : Of course….I believed it

From the above interview, data has given an evidence that he counts one by one the outer side of the shape. He did not use the formula for solving this problem but he understands the definition of the circumference of shape. To ensure his understanding about circumference, we asked a provocative question to test him, the interview is as follows:

R : In your opinion, what is perimeter of shape?
S : If perimeter we count the outer side of shape.
R : Why the inner side, you do not count.
S : If I count inner sides, I count area not perimeter.

The results of the interview above, it appears that the subject believes that the circumference of shape is the actually the sum of outer side around the first shape. This reinforced his opinion that the inner sides lines of the first figure have nothing to do with the concept of the circumference, but the lines that are at the outer shape is closely related to the concept of the perimeter. This suggests that the subject not only can distinguish the concept of the circumference but also he can explain the concept of area.

2. Subject Solve The Second Figure

Subject use his analogical thinking to solve the second figure. He did not count anymore the perimeter of the second figure. He uses his analogical thinking about two kinds of line that can be moved from one to another position.

R : Figure 2?
S : 20 as well
R : Can you explain it?
S : If we close the cutting square. It will be like this. (the shape as follows)

![Second Figure Image]

R : How can you do it….
S : Only made two lines….like this

R : So, now, how about the perimeter of the second shape?
S : Yeah….the second shape has the same perimeter of the first shape

From the data, we can inference that two information made by subject. First, student’s analogic has given an evidence that his analogical thinking relies on the comparison between two lines that relatively similar so that he can move two line either horizontal or vertical lines move to the outer side of second figures. After moving two lines, he assumed that the second figures and the first figure actually have similar circumferences, as a result, he did not count anymore to ensure his answers. Student’s analogical reasoning plays a vital component in the process of abstraction through investigating some similarities of two different shapes [12].
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**Shape will have different perimeter.**

From the above conversation, data interview show us that his belief in mathematics is strongly influenced by his teacher. Additionally, his teacher usually gives a routine geometry problem so that students cannot evolve mathematical knowledge. His visual reasons tell us about two things: different shape and incomplete one unit square that the first shape has not one unit square compared to the second shape. From his belief, we figure out that his spontaneous belief influenced by his behavioral activities in a school so that we can explain that his school experience plays important things to construct his intuitive belief.

B. Raising Students Ability to Correct His Belief About Perimeter

An evidence was shown us that subject seeks to correct the beliefs associated with his spontaneous answer. We will divide the analysis into three aspects: how students complete the perimeter of the first figure, the second figure, and how the student can correct the false beliefs related to the concept of perimeter.
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After accomplishing the perimeter of first shape carefully, we can see that student attempted to count gradually the outer side of the first shape. Student’s work is as followed:
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In this activity, subject begins to solve the problem by counting gradually the outer side of the first shape. He also looks very confident in explaining his answer, because of he believes that a circumference is actually the sum of outer side around the first shape.
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R : Why 20? Explain it?
S : I count this (he point the outer side)
R : Can you show me?
S : Kan 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …, 20
R : Are you sure?
S : Of course….I believed it

From the above interview, data has given an evidence that he counts one by one the outer side of the shape. He did not use the formula for solving this problem but he understands the definition of the circumference of shape. To ensure his understanding about circumference, we asked a provocative question to test him, the interview is as follows:

R : In your opinion, what is perimeter of shape?
S : If perimeter we count the outer side of shape.
R : Why the inner side, you do not count.
S : If I count inner sides, I count area not perimeter.

The results of the interview above, it appears that the subject believes that the circumference of shape is the actually the sum of outer side around the first shape. This reinforced his opinion that the inner sides lines of the first figure have nothing to do with the concept of the circumference, but the lines that are at the outer shape is closely related to the concept of the perimeter. This suggests that the subject not only can distinguish the concept of the circumference but also he can explain the concept of area.
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Subject use his analogical thinking to solve the second figure. He did not count anymore the perimeter of the second figure. He uses his analogical thinking about two kinds of line that can be moved from one to another position.
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S : 20 as well
R : Can you explain it?
S : If we close the cutting square. It will be like this. (the shape as follows)
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R : How can you do it….
S : Only made two lines….like this

R : So, now, how about the perimeter of the second shape?
S : Yeah….the second shape has the same perimeter of the first shape

From the data, we can inference that two information made by subject. First, student’s analogic has given an evidence that his analogical thinking relies on the comparison between two lines that relatively similar so that he can move two line either horizontal or vertical lines move to the outer side of second figures. After moving two lines, he assumed that the second figures and the first figure actually have similar circumferences, as a result, he did not count anymore to ensure his answers. Student’s analogical reasoning plays a vital component in the process of abstraction through investigating some similarities of two different shapes [12].
Students Change His Belief About Perimeter

Several studies ([12],[7],[9]) have proven that belief in mathematics can be changed through several mathematical activities either formal or informal. Formal activities form a structured and strategic action usually use a classroom for their activities while informal activity can be formed in many kinds of activities. The conversation as follows shows us that students' belief

R : Ok, now.....are two different figures have a different circumference?
S : Yes...they are same
R : Why?
S : Of course, I have counted just now...they are same.
R : Loh....now, why your answer is different from your first answer
S : Yeah....hehehe....I use my intuition because usually different shape will have different circumferences...but here two different shapes have a same perimeter.

To ensure that student’s belief has changed, we asked the same question and asked him to conclude his two different answers.

R : From your first and last answer. What can you conclude?
S : It means that different shapes perhaps will have the same circumferences

After subject solves the given problem, he changed his belief about the concept of perimeter. His spontaneous belief about perimeter is changed from a shape with a larger area must have a larger perimeter while shape with the same perimeter must have the same area to new belief about perimeter that is a shape with larger area in some cases will have the same perimeter.

IV. CONCLUSION

Qualitative analysis from this studies suggests two conclusions. The first conclusion is student’s intuitive belief closely related to school experiences. An evidence has shown us that his spontaneous belief is made from behavioral activity in a class. This belief constructed from his behavioral activity especially if student rarely gets the non-routine geometry problem so that he believed that different shape must have different perimeter. This result in line with [13] research shows that student’s intuitive belief is an accumulating from behavioral activity in a school.

The second conclusion is non-routine geometry problem may have a considerable impact in shifting student’s belief about perimeter. Our finding during the problem-solving activity that led us to conclude that the non-routine geometry problem activity as extracted from perimeter concept stimulated cognitive conflict help elementary student to positively affect his confusion belief about perimeter concept. Additionally, [11], and [7] asserted that the non-routine geometry problem can regenerate student’s belief and view especially toward mathematics. With non-routine geometry, student can consciously revise his belief by doing several activities such as analyzing problems many times, recalling the definition of perimeter, and gradually counting the outer side of two different shapes.
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